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and cannot be disobeyed.A defective B alternative C imperative D

conservative 来源：www.examda.com 2. The original elections

were declared by the former military ruler.A void B vulgar C surplus

D extravagant 3. He seems to be enough to climb to the mountain

top in an hour.A radiant B conscientious C conspicuous D energetic

4. When trapped in drifting sands, do not struggle, or you will be in

deeper.A absorbed B pushed C heaved D sucked 5. Though her

parents her musical ability, Jerriou’s piano playing is really

terribe.A pour scorn on B heap praise on C give vent to D cast light

on 6.The financial problem of this company is further by the rise in

interest rates.A increased B aggravated C reinforced D

strengthened7.Although he was on a diet, the food him

enormously.A inspired B tempted C overcame D encouraged 8. If

you want this painkiller, you’ll have to ask the doctor for a .A

transaction B permit C settlement D prescription 9.Some researchers

feel that certain people have nervous systems particularly to hot,dry

winds. They are what we call weather-sensitive people.A subjective B

subordinate C liable D vulnerable10.All the people in the stadium

cheered up when they saw hundreds of colorful balloons Slowly into

the sky.A elevating B lingering C ascending D escalating 11. When

people are asked what kind of housing they need or want, the

question a variety of answers.A defies B magnifies C mediates D



evokes 12.Franklin D.Roosevelt argued that the depression stemmed

from the American economy’s flaws.A underlying B vulnerable C

vulgar D underlining 13. The commission would find itself at every

turn if its members couldn’t reach an agreement.A collided B

hampered C savaged D crumbled14. Even sensible men do things

sometimes.A apt B abrupt C acute D absurd15.The vast majority of

people in any given culture will to the established standards of that

culture.来源：www.examda.com A confine B conform C confront

D confirm16. The prison guards were armed and ready to shoot if in

any way.A intervened B incurred C provoked D poked 17. He his

head, wondering how to solve the problem.A scraped B screwed C

scraped D scratched 18.Comparison and contrast are often used in

advertisements.A intentionally B pertinently C incidentally D

tiresomely19. The price of the coal will vary according to how far it

has to be transported and how expensive the freight are.A payments

B charges C funds D prices20.The lawyer made a great impression on

the jury.A defending B guarding C shielding D protecting 21.His

career was not noticeably by the fact that he had never been to

college.A prevented B restrained C hindered D refrained 22. A

complete investigation into the cause of the accident should lead to

improved standards and should new operating procedures.A result

in B match with C subject to D proceed with23.Up until that time,

his interest had focused almost on fully mastering the skills and

techniques of his craft.A radically B inclusively C exclusively D

restrictively 24. Having had her as a professor and advisor, I can tell

you that she is an force who pushes her students to excel far beyond



their own expectations.A inspirational B educational C excessive D

instantaneous来源：www.examda.com 25. There is no doubt that

the of these goods to the others is easy to see.A prestige B superiority

C priority D publicity26. I am afraid that you have to alter your views

in light of the tragic news that has just arrived.A indifferent B

distressing C optimistic D pessimistic27.Cultural indicates that

human beings hand their languages down from one generation to

another.A translation B transition C transmission D transaction28.

The directions were so that it was impossible to complete the

assignment.A ingenious B ambitious C notorious D ambiguous 29.

She remains confident and untroubled by our present problems.A

indefinitely B infinitely C optimistically D seemingly30 There is

much I enjoy about the changing seasons, but my favorite time is the

from fall to winter.来源：www.examda.com A transmission B

transformation C transition D transferKey: 1-----10 CADDB
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